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Write mock essays and get it evaluated by experts in the field. All this effort in essay paper helped me score 
No marks will be given for answers written in medium other than authorized one. How to write a good
Introduction to your Essay? Section-B: Marks Write any one of the following essay in words marks
Customary morality cannot be a guide to modem file. Or if you read Why Nations Fail, a book replete with
examples, you will understand the importance of innovation, political and economic freedoms in propelling a
nation forward. These steps will ensure that the transition between paragraphs is not abrupt. Example: for an
essay on tribal issues or public health, you can go through specific issues of these magazines for getting the
latest statistics IMR, MMR, malnutrition levels etc and also about the positives and criticisms of govt schemes
in that sector. I collected useful quotes, prepared notes and even made rough essay drafts for frequently asked
topics. Example of a bad sentence sprawl: At the end of World War 2, on the one hand, while capitalism was
successfully championed by the nations in North America and Europe, on the other hand, it was USSR that put
Communism at the forefront due to which there was an ideological clash between the the two superpowers
which had led to proxy wars in various parts of the globe, a nuclear arms race and a rapid deterioration of the
security of the world. It requires right approach and good practice. So choose as per the question. Concluding
an Essay Conclusion needs to be on a futuristic, optimistic note. Essay-list: Topic wise last 26 years Each
year, along with essay paper, I also upload topicwise compilation of all essays asked since  Improving
language and expression Language in essay must be simple and clear with as little jargon as possible. Here it
goes: 1 India: Democracy, administration, Society, culture 1. Credit will be given for effective and exact
expression. Most of the content you write in Essay will come from your GS preparation. Marks in the range
are possible for exceptional essays. Apart from imparting knowledge, they will also let you come across good
figures of speech, art of argumentation, powerful rhetoric and unique content etc. So my suggestion is, apart
from UPSC related material, develop the hobby of reading non-fiction books. But in essay, examiners will pay
special attention to not just the content, but also the language, coherence and the way you organise your
write-up. One is known for gut-wrenching poverty, while the other unbridled prosperity. Apart from this, the
following sources will help: Reading non-fiction helps you develop a matured thought process. Also, I believe
that learning numerous words by rote will not make them stick in your brain for long. It gives a sense of
completeness to the essay. Fear of technology â€” Technology cannot replace manpower. But make sure that
you write what is asked, not what you know or feel like.


